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LED Inlaid glass is an innovative new technology that combines two layers of glass with SMD LED technology inlaid between to produce a unique effect. LED Inlaid Glass utilizes new micro-wires to transmit power to the LED’s inlaid in the glass.

LED Inlaid glass has the same look and appearance of normal glass however the LED’s appear to be suspended in the middle of the glass. LED Inlaid Glass technology can be applied into many design concepts and or products as it can scale-able to many sizes.

Whether your design calls for a special glass treatment for bar tops, table tops, interior or exterior walls, entry ways, retail shop walls, restaurant partitions, the applications are virtually limitless.

Additionally the LED’s can be inlaid in any desired pattern such as logos, star fields, grids, circle shapes, or as specified.

Choose from single color LED’s such as white, green, blue, or as required by the customer’s specific request.

LED Inlaid Glass technology can be designed and applied for both indoor and outdoor applications.

On this page you will see a series of products we designed which incorporate the LED Inlaid Glass Panel.